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THE MONTH IN BRIEF 
How calm was August? Very. At the close on August 31, the S&P 500 had not moved 
1% up or down in a trading session since July 8. The latest round of U.S. economic 
indicators showed a healthy labor market, solid consumer spending, decent 
consumer confidence, and bearable consumer inflation. The numbers were 
encouraging – so encouraging that Federal Reserve officials began to suggest the 
possibility of a fall interest rate move. The latest home sales figures were mixed. Oil 
rallied, while gold retreated. There was good news about growth in the emerging 
markets, and it was a good month for some of the leading foreign indices.  
 

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC HEALTH  
For the second consecutive month, hiring tools impressed. Non-farm payrolls 
swelled with 255,000 additional jobs in July. June’s job gain was revised up by the 
Department of Labor to 292,000. As labor force participation increased a bit, the 
main jobless rate remained at 4.9%, while the U-6 gauge of underemployment ticked 
north to 9.7%. The average hourly wage for private workers increased by seven 
cents to $21.59. 
 
The Conference Board’s consumer confidence index went up in August. It rose 4.4 
points to 101.1, far surpassing the 97.0 consensus from economists polled by 
Briefing.com. August did see a small slip in the University of Michigan index 
measuring household sentiment. That index ended the month at 89.9, down from 
the final July mark of 90.4. 
 
Consumer spending advanced another 0.3% in July, according to the Department of 
Commerce; the June gain was revised north to 0.5%. July also saw a 0.4% gain for 
consumer incomes. After a 0.8% gain in June, retail sales were unexpectedly flat in 
July. For the matter, so was inflation – the headline Consumer Price Index was 
unchanged in July; although, the core CPI did nudge north 0.1%, leaving the year-
over-year increase in core consumer prices at 2.2%. The Federal Reserve’s PCE price 
index also rose 0.1% in July. 
 
Turning away from the consumer, the closely watched manufacturing purchasing 
manager index at the Institute for Supply Management slipped 0.6 points in the 
seventh month of the year to 52.6. ISM’s service sector PMI declined a full point for 
the month to a mark of 55.5. Federal government data showed hard goods orders 
increased 4.4% for July, with core orders rising 1.5%; industrial output improved by 
0.7%. Producer prices were down 0.4% in July, nearly reversing the 0.5% June gain; 
the core Producer Price Index sank 0.3%, as opposed to a 0.4% rise in June. 
 
Investors and economists had been underwhelmed by the federal government’s first 
estimate of Q2 growth, and the second estimate from the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis was even less satisfactory. Last month, the BEA revised Q2 GDP down by 
0.1% to 1.1%. 

Electronic News That You Can Use! 



At the annual Federal Reserve symposium in Wyoming, Fed chair Janet Yellen stated, 
“In light of the continued solid performance of the labor market and our outlook for 
economic activity and inflation, I believe the case for an increase in the federal funds 
rate has strengthened in recent months.” Journalists, economists, and investors took 
her comment as a strong signal of a fall interest rate hike. (Fed vice chairman Stanley 
Fischer and San Francisco Fed president John Williams have also recently made 
hawkish remarks hinting that the time for a rate adjustment is near.) Yellen added 
that the central bank was “not actively considering” a stimulus or other monetary 
policy tools that could be used to brace the economy in the event of a downturn. 

 

GLOBAL ECONOMIC HEALTH 
The Brexit is set to occur… at some point. Theresa May, the new prime minister of 
the United Kingdom, told the media that her government would not invoke Article 
50 of the Treaty on European Union this year. If the U.K. makes that move in 2017, it 
could leave the European Union by 2019. 
 
In late August, German chancellor Angela Merkel, Italian prime minister Matteo 
Renzi, and French president Francois Hollande met in Italy to discuss continental 
unity after Brexit. In Renzi’s words, the meeting was held “to relaunch an ideal based 
on unity and peace, freedom and dreams, dialogue and identity.” To some, the 
meeting seemed more symbolic that constructive. As the month ended, the 
European Commission ruled that Apple owed as much as €13 billion in back taxes to 
the Republic of Ireland. E.U. competition commissioner Margrethe Vestager charged 
that Ireland had given illegal tax breaks to Apple, allowing them to pay an effective 
corporate tax of 1% or less versus the country’s standard corporate tax of 12.5%. 
Apple and the Irish government vowed to appeal the ruling, which was also criticized 
by the White House. 
 
August brought some encouraging economic news from Asia. India’s economy had 
accelerated in the first quarter, realizing 7.9% growth. The economy of the 
Philippines expanded 7.0% in Q2, having its best quarter since 2013. Indonesia’s 
economy had its best quarter in ten in Q2, achieving 5.2% growth. China saw 6.7% 
expansion in the second quarter; although, its alarming corporate debt ratio (171% 
of GDP, more than two times that seen in the E.U. and the U.S.) remained a concern 
to economists worldwide. 
     

WORLD MARKETS 
A look at one-month performances of key world benchmarks reveals more positives 
than negatives. The Dow Jones Shanghai Index jumped 4.59%. Hong Kong’s Hang 
Seng rose 3.82% during August, and Russia’s RTSI advanced 3.00%. The MSCI 
Emerging Markets index improved 2.31%. On the European continent, Germany’s 
DAX gained 2.54%; Spain’s IBEX 35, 2.39%; and Italy’s FTSE MIB, 2.35%. The month 
also saw a gain of 2.09% for the Euro Stoxx 50. Brazil’s Bovespa rose 2.02%; BSE 
Sensex – respectively improved 1.73% and 1.60%. The Nikkei 225 added 1.51%; the 
FTSE 100, 1.31%. France’s CAC 40 rose 0.66%. 
 
Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 was the worst performer of the month among the 
consequential global indices, losing 2.76%. Canada’s S&P/TSX Composite only moved 
north 0.10%, while Taiwan’s TAIEX and the MSCI World Index both retreated 0.13%. 
                  

COMMODITIES MARKETS  
Energy futures went one way in August, while metals and crop futures went another. 



Finishing August at $1,311.80 on the COMEX, gold lost 3.17% for the month. Silver 
gave back 7.15%, settling at $18.64 on August 31. August losses also plagued copper 
(7.09%) and platinum (8.41%). The U.S. Dollar Index rose 0.49% in August to end the 
month at 95.99, only 0.06 points from where it had been a year earlier. Among ag 
futures, sugar was the clear winner, rising 7.72%; cocoa advanced 3.37%. Losses 
were incurred by wheat (11.31%), soybeans (6.76%), corn (9.30%), coffee (2.06%), 
and cotton (11.04%). 
                          

REAL ESTATE 
Existing home sales tailed off 3.2% in July, more than offsetting their 1.1% June rise. 
(In June, the sales pace had hit a level unseen in more than nine years.) The average 
sale price of an existing home was 5.3% improved from a year earlier at $244,900, 
according to the National Association of Realtors. The supply of homes on the 
market had declined 5.8% in 12 months. Regarding new homes, the news was much 
better. The Census Bureau recorded a 12.4% July jump for new home purchases, 
taking the sales pace near its pre-recession peak. 
 
Mortgages grew less expensive in August. Freddie Mac’s August 26 Primary 
Mortgage Market Survey showed an average interest rate of 3.43% on the 30-year 
fixed-rate loan. In the July 28 PMMS, the mean interest rate on a 30-year FRM was 
3.48%. In late August 2015, it was 3.98%. (Interest on a conventional home loan has 
average about 6% across the history of Freddie’s survey.) Nearly identical declines 
were seen in the average interest rates on the 15-year FRM (2.78% to 2.74%) and 
the 5/1-year ARM (2.78% to 2.75%). 
 
Construction activity had increased in July: according to a Census Bureau report, 
groundbreaking improved 2.1%; although, building permits dipped 0.1%. The June 
edition of the S&P/Case-Shiller 20-city home price index showed a 5.1% annualized 
advance for home values, matching the consensus of analysts polled by 
Briefing.com. In the May edition, the gain had been 5.3%. 
       

LOOKING BACK…LOOKING FORWARD  

In August, one thing notably absent was fear – at least judging by the level of the 
CBOE VIX. The “fear index” ended the month at a mere 13.42, down 26.30% YTD. 
The Russel 2000 outshone the major indices, rising 2.24% in one month’s time to an 
August 31 settlement of 1,239.91. The PHLX Gold/Silver Index took the hardest fall 
among stateside indices month-over-month, losing 19.44%. 
 
Looking at the big three, the Nasdaq Composite closed August at 5,213.22, thanks to 
a 0.99% monthly gain. The S&P 500 lost but 0.12% in August; the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average, 0.17%. They respectively settled at 2,170.95 and 18,400.88 on 
August 31. 
 
 

% CHANGE Y-T-D 1-YR CHG 5-YR AVG 10-YR AVG 

DJIA +5.60 +11.33 +11.69 +6.17 

NASDAQ +4.11 +9.14 +20.42 +13.87 

S&P 500 +6.21 +10.08 +15.62 +6.65 
REAL YIELD 8/31 RATE 1 YR AGO 5 YRS AGO 10 YRS AGO 

10 YR TIPS 0.11% 0.58% 0.18% 2.24% 
 

Sources: investing.com, bigcharts.com, treasury.gov – 8/31/16 

Indices are unmanaged, do not incur fees or expenses, and cannot be invested into directly. These returns do not include dividends. 

10-year TIPS real yield = projected return at maturity given expected inflation. 

 
 

 



September is here, and Wall Street is hoping for a nice fall rally. Just how realistic is 
that prospect? If market upsets are limited, it is not out of the question. Traders put 
the change of a September interest rate hike at 36% immediately after Janet Yellen’s 
August 26 Jackson Hole speech, and saw a 61% chance of an adjustment by the end 
of the year. Perhaps, the market will price a hike in if it occurs. As one trader 
reminded the Wall Street Journal near the end of the month, “The bull market ends 
on a recession. It doesn’t end on a rate hike.” The Fed may even elect to wait for 
hints of economic improvement in Europe and Asia before making any kind of move. 
A decline in oil prices, underwhelming earnings, and any tightening of the 
presidential race could also give bulls some pause. Still, the market may arise from 
its late-summer doldrums and surprise to the upside in the ninth month of the year. 
Perhaps, that nice fall rally will start presently. 
 

ELECTRONIC NEWS THAT YOU CAN USE: 

Why Life Insurance Matters 
Besides the death benefit, it may also help you financially during your life. 
 

As Bankrate.com noted, 43% of Americans have no life insurance. Some view it as 
optional; some have simply procrastinated when it comes to buying a policy. Others 
believe that they can’t afford it. 
   
In reality, life insurance is cheap today. If you just want term life coverage – 
essentially, life insurance that you “rent” for X number of years – you may find it 
quite affordable wherever you live. Plugging in some sample variable, a little 
comparison shopping online reveals that a 40-year-old, non-smoking woman in 
excellent health who lives in New Hampshire would pay premiums of just $380-420 a 
year for a 20-year level term policy with $500,000 death benefit. (She would have 
several providers to choose from.)  
   
If you choose permanent life insurance rather than term life, new possibilities 
emerge. In addition to a benefit for your heirs at your death, an insurance policy 
capable of building cash value gives you more capability to address financial needs 
during your lifetime.  
     
Permanent life insurance allows you the opportunity to build cash value. The 
premiums on a whole,  universal, or variable life policy are higher than for a term life 
policy, but there is a reason for that – as you pay into one of these policies, the 
policy, itself, accumulates cash value. That cash value grows without being taxed. 
  
In all probability, the cash value will continue to be available as long as you live. 
While it’s true that some insurance companies have gone under, the reality is that 
very, very few do. They guarantee the death benefit and the viability of the policy as 
long as you keep making the premium payments. 

    
If you need a loan someday, a cash value life policy may give you an option. Some 
of these policies allow withdrawals of the cash value, meaning that you can borrow 
against the cash value once you have funded the policy with a sufficient amount of 
premiums. (You can even tap the cash value to pay the premiums, if you like.) 
Naturally, loans taken from the policy will reduce the death benefit amount. The 
policyholder faces no requirement to pay back the loan, but the loan is subject to 
interest. 
     
Many of these policies come with degrees of flexibility. You may be able to transfer 



some of the cash value into another insurance product with the death benefit 
unaffected.  
  
The death benefit may do much to preserve your loved ones’ quality of life. Life 
insurance death benefit proceeds are almost never taxed (only under rare 
circumstances does the IRS count them as gross income). So a permanent life policy 
will give your heirs money to address funeral and burial expenses and possible 
estate taxes, and those funds could also provide them with part of their inheritance.  
 
Cash value life insurance also means permanent coverage as long as the policy is in 
force. The death benefit will not be readjusted or diminished if you fall ill, and if you 
buy a policy in your thirties or forties, you save money compared to those who 
purchase a policy after age 50. 
  
Permanent life insurance is also highly useful in estate planning. Several kinds of 
trusts may be used in conjunction with permanent life policies, such as irrevocable 
life insurance trusts (ILITs), special needs trusts, spendthrift trusts, simple living 
trusts, and more. Often, a trust can be named as beneficiary of a permanent life 
policy, an estate planning step toward an eventual financial benefit to heirs. 
 
First and foremost, life insurance matters for its death benefit – but those 
considering it should not overlook its financial utility in other situations during the 
course of life.  
 

The Many Benefits of a Roth IRA 
Why do so many people choose it rather than a traditional IRA? 
 
The Roth IRA changed the whole retirement savings perspective. Since its 
introduction, it has become a fixture in many retirement planning strategies. 
   
The key argument for going Roth can be summed up in a sentence: Paying taxes on 
retirement contributions today is better than paying taxes on retirement savings 
tomorrow. 
 
Here is a closer look at the trade-off you make when you open and contribute to a 
Roth IRA – a trade-off many savers are happy to make. 
   
You contribute after-tax dollars. You have already paid federal income tax on the 
dollars going into the account. But, in exchange for paying taxes on your retirement 
savings contributions today, you could potentially realize great benefits tomorrow.  
   
You can arrange tax-free retirement income. Roth IRA earnings can be withdrawn 
tax-free as long as you are age 59½ or older and have owned the IRA for at least five 
tax years. The IRS calls such tax-free withdrawals qualified distribution. In this 
circumstance, you can still withdraw an amount equivalent to your total IRA 
contributions to that point, tax-free and penalty-free. If you withdraw more than 
that amount, though, the rest of the withdrawal may be fully taxable and subject to 
a 10% IRS early withdrawal penalty as well. 
   
Withdrawals don’t affect taxation of Social Security benefits. If your total taxable 
income exceeds a certain threshold - $25,000 for single filers, $32,000 for joint filers 
– then your Social Security benefits may be taxed. An RMD from a traditional IRA 
represents taxable income, which may push retirees over the threshold – but a 



qualified distribution from a Roth IRA isn’t taxable income, and doesn’t count toward 
it.  
   
How much can you contribute to a Roth IRA annually? The 2016 contribution limit 
is $5,500, with an additional $1,000 “catch-up” contribution allowed for those 50 
and older. (The annual contribution limit is adjusted periodically for inflation.)  
   
You can keep making annual Roth IRA contributions all your life. You can’t make 
annual contributions to a traditional IRA once you reach age 70½. 
  
Does a Roth IRA have any drawbacks? Actually, yes. One, you will generally be hit 
with a 10% penalty by the IRS if you withdraw Roth IRA funds before age 59½ or you 
haven’t owned the IRA for at least five years. (This is in addition to the regular 
income tax you will pay on funds withdrawn prior to age 59½, of course.) Two, you 
can’t deduct Roth IRA contributions on your 1040 form as you can do with 
contributions to a traditional IRA or the typical workplace retirement plan. Three, 
you might not be able to contribute to a Roth IRA as a consequence of your filing 
status and income; if you earn a great deal of money, you may be able to make only 
a partial contribution or none at all. 
 
A chat with the financial professional you know and trust will help you evaluate 
whether or not a Roth IRA is right for you given your particular tax situation and 
retirement horizon.  
 
      

Think About Your Lifestyle Before You Retire 
Sometimes planning for retirement isn’t entirely about money. 
 

How many words have been written about retirement? It’s a preoccupation for 
many, and we devote so much time, thought, and energy toward saving for the last 
day we go to work. Saving and investing in such a way that we no longer have to 
work may seem ideal at first, but it raises a question: what do you have planned for 
all of that free time? 
      
What do you do with your first day? Maybe you finally take the big vacation you’ve 
been talking about. Or, perhaps, it’s time to catch up with your kids, grandkids, and 
other extended family. But, eventually, you come home from a vacation or visit. 
 
While many of us have that first day mapped out, it’s the days that follow that we 
haven’t really considered. In a survey conducted by Merrill Lynch and AgeWave, 
people who were about to retire were asked “what they would miss the most” once 
they left the working world. A “reliable income” was the top answer, coming in at 
38%. 
 
When the same survey was given to people who have been retired for a while, 
“reliable income” was still a popular answer, but it drops down to 29%. So, what are 
actual retirees missing? The top answer, at 34%, was “social connections.” Other 
prominent answers included “having purpose and work goals” (19%) and “mental 
stimulation” (12%). 
    
Free time can be a luxury or a curse. The results of the survey indicate that many 
retirees don’t give much thought to what they will be doing with all of their free 
time. We are meant to enjoy our retirement, of course, so banishing the restlessness 
and loneliness that can come from leaving your job should be taken into 



consideration when you are planning. 
 
In his book You Can Retire Earlier Than You Think, investment strategist and radio 
host Wes Moss advises seeking out what he calls “core pursuits.” These are 
rewarding and engaging interests that can bring satisfaction and happiness to your 
life; charity work, hobbies, community activities, or public service are but a few 
examples. 
 
Moss estimates that the most satisfied retirees enjoy three or four such pursuits as 
they go into retirement – though, there’s no reason that someone can’t find more 
ways to pass the time. 
    
“Retirement” doesn’t mean “not working.” Not everyone is geared toward making 
their life about core pursuits. You may find that you miss working, or that you simply 
need or desire a little more income. Maybe you find that a part-time job is ideal for 
supplementing your retirement income? Or, perhaps, you have an idea for a small 
business that you’ve always wanted to pursue? 
  
Whatever path you take, it’s important to consider the options open to you once 
your time is finally your own. You’ve worked most of your life for it, so enjoying 
yourself during retirement should be a priority. 
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for the purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. This is not a solicitation or recommendation to purchase or sell any investment or insurance 
product or service, and should not be relied upon as such. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted index of 30 actively traded blue-
chip stocks. The NASDAQ Composite Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index of all over-the-counter common stocks traded on the 
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System. The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of 
securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. The Russell 2000 Index 
measures the performance of the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The CBOE Volatility Index® (VIX®) is a key measure of market 
expectations of near-term volatility conveyed by S&P 500 stock index option prices. NYSE Group, Inc. (NYSE:NYX) operates two securities 
exchanges: the New York Stock Exchange (the “NYSE”) and NYSE Arca (formerly known as the Archipelago Exchange, or ArcaEx®, and the 
Pacific Exchange). NYSE Group is a leading provider of securities listing, trading and market data products and services. The New York 
Mercantile Exchange, Inc. (NYMEX) is the world's largest physical commodity futures exchange and the preeminent trading forum for energy 
and precious metals, with trading conducted through two divisions – the NYMEX Division, home to the energy, platinum, and palladium 
markets, and the COMEX Division, on which all other metals trade. The 700-component Dow Jones Shanghai Index represents roughly 95% of 
the market capitalization of the Shanghai market. The Hang Seng Index is a freefloat-adjusted market capitalization-weighted stock market 
index that is the main indicator of the overall market performance in Hong Kong. The RTS Index (abbreviated: RTSI, Russian: Индекс РТС) is a 
free-float capitalization-weighted index of 50 Russian stocks traded on the Moscow Exchange. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a float-
adjusted market capitalization index consisting of indices in more than 25 emerging economies. The DAX 30 is a Blue Chip stock market index 
consisting of the 30 major German companies trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. The CAC-40 Index is a narrow-based, modified 
capitalization-weighted index of 40 companies listed on the Paris Bourse. The IBEX 35 is the benchmark stock market index of the Bolsa de 
Madrid, Spain's principal stock exchange. The FTSE MIB (Milano Italia Borsa) is the benchmark stock market index for the Borsa Italiana, the 
Italian national stock exchange. The EURO STOXX 50 Index, a leading blue-chip index for the Eurozone, provides a blue-chip representation of 
its supersector leaders. The Bovespa Index is a gross total return index weighted by traded volume & is comprised of the most liquid stocks 
traded on the Sao Paulo Stock Exchange. The Mexican IPC index (Indice de Precios y Cotizaciones) is a major stock market index which tracks 
the performance of leading companies listed on the Mexican Stock Exchange. The Nifty 50 is a well-diversified 50-stock index accounting for 13 
sectors of the Indian economy. It is used for a variety of purposes such as benchmarking fund portfolios, index-based derivatives and index 
funds. The BSE SENSEX (Bombay Stock Exchange Sensitive Index), also-called the BSE 30 (BOMBAY STOCK EXCHANGE) or simply the 
SENSEX, is a free-float market capitalization-weighted stock market index of 30 well-established and financially sound companies listed on the 
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).  Nikkei 225 (Ticker: ^N225) is a stock market index for the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE). The Nikkei average is 
the most watched index of Asian stocks. The FTSE 100 Index is a share index of the 100 companies listed on the London Stock Exchange with 
the highest market capitalization. The CAC-40 Index is a narrow-based, modified capitalization-weighted index of 40 companies listed on the 
Paris Bourse. The S&P/ASX 200 index is a market-capitalization weighted and float-adjusted stock market index of Australian stocks listed on 
the Australian Securities Exchange from Standard & Poor’s. The S&P/TSX Composite Index is an index of the stock (equity) prices of the largest 
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index of all listed common shares traded on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. The MSCI World Index is a free-float weighted equity index that 
includes developed world markets, and does not include emerging markets. The US Dollar Index measures the performance of the U.S. dollar 
against a basket of six currencies. The PHLX Gold/Silver Sector Index (XAU) is a capitalization-weighted index composed of companies involved 
in the gold or silver mining industry. Additional risks are associated with international investing, such as currency fluctuations, political and 
economic instability and differences in accounting standards. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific 
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